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Anglo saxon lifestyle

Tim Lambert Society's Anglo-Saxon England Everyday life in Anglo-Saxon England was difficult and rough even for the rich. The society was divided into three classes. At the top were thanes, the Saxon upper class. They loved hunting and feasting, and they had to give their followers gifts such as weapons. Beneath them were churls.
Some churls were good enough. Others were very poor. However, at least they were free. Beneath them was a class of slaves called thralls. Their lives were very hard. Some churls owned their own land, but many rented land from thane. They paid the rent by working on land thane for part of the week and giving it a portion of their crops.
At the beginning of Anglo-Saxon times England was a very different place than today. It was covered with forest. Wolves scoured them and they were dangers to pets. The population was very small. There were perhaps one million people in England at the time. Almost all of them lived in tiny villages - many of them had less than 100
inhabitants. Each village was mostly self-sufficient. People only needed a few things outside, like salt and iron. They grew their own food and made their own clothes. By the 11th century, things had changed a bit. The vast majority of people still live in rural areas, but a significant minority (about 10%) do not live in rural areas. lived in
cities. Many new cities have been created and trade is flourishing. England has become a stable, civilized state with an effective system of local government. Education and art flourished in monasteries. The Anglo-Saxons also gave us most English totems. Anglo-Saxon endings of the place's name include ham, village or estate, tuna
(usually changed by a ton), farm or estate, hurst, wooded hill, and burial, which comes from the Anglo-Saxon word burh, which means fortress or fortified settlement. The Anglo-Saxons called the group roman buildings caester. Over time, this world has evolved into the name of the place ending chester, caster or cester. The 11th-century
Anglo-Saxon church in Chichester (family ties) was very important in Anglo-Saxon society. If you had been killed, your relatives would have avenged you. If one of your relatives was killed, you should have avenged them. However, the law provides an alternative. If you have killed or injured someone, you can pay them or their family
compensation. The money paid was called wergild and varied depending on the rank of the person. Wergild for the murder thane was much more than for the murder churl. The thralls or slaves had no vergil. If Virgil is not paid, the relatives have the right to take revenge. At first, Anglo-Saxon society was relatively free. There were slaves,
but the basis of society was a free peasant. However, over time churley began to lose their freedom. They became increasingly dependent on their lords and under Management. Farmers in Anglo-Saxon England The vast majority of Anglo-Saxon borrowings for living in agriculture. Up to 8 oxen pulled ploughs and fields were divided into 2
and sometimes 3 huge strips. One strip was ploughed and sown by crops, while the other remained in the shadows. The Anglo-Saxons grew wheat, barley and rye. They also grew peas, cabbage, parsnips, carrots and celery. They also ate fruits such as apples, blackberries, raspberries and layers. They raised herds of goats, cattle and
pigs, as well as herds of sheep. However, farmers could not grow enough food to keep many of their animals during the winter, as winter approached most of them had to be killed and the meat salty. The history of agriculture Some Anglo-Saxons were artisans. They were blacksmiths, bronze blacksmiths and potters. At first, Anglo-Saxon
potters made the vessels by hand, but in the 7th century a potter's wheel was introduced. Other craftsmen have done things like ridges of bone and horn or horns. There were also many leather workers and Anglo-Saxon craftsmen also made sophisticated jewelry for the rich. Houses in Anglo-Saxon England Anglo-Saxons lived in wooden
huts with a thatched roof. Normally, there was only one room common to all. (Poor people shared their huts with animals separated from them by a screen. Thanes and their followers slept on beds, but the poorest people slept on the floor. There were no glass glass windows in the windows, even in Hayan's hall and there were no
chimneys. The floors were ground or sometimes dug and wooden floorboards placed above them. There were no carpets. Rich people used candles, but they were too expensive for the poor. Instead, the poor Anglo-Saxons used floodlights (haste soaked in animal fat). The Anglo-Saxon toilets were just pits dug in the ground, surrounded
by wattle walls (strips of wood woven together). The seat was a piece of wood with a hole in it. Another Anglo-Saxon drink was honey made from fermented honey. (Honey was very important for the Anglo-Saxons, as there was no sugar to sweeten the food. Upper-class Anglo-Saxons sometimes drank wine. These women cooked in iron
cauldrons on an open fire or in pottery vessels. They also made butter and cheese. The Anglo-Saxons ate from wooden bowls. There were no forks just knives and wooden spoons. The cups were made of cow horn. The Anglo-Saxons loved meat and fish. However, meat was a luxury and only the rich could eat it often. Ordinary people
usually ate a dreary diet of bread, cheese and eggs. They ate not only eggs from chickens, but eggs from ducks, geese and wild birds. The history of food drinks clothing in Saxon England Anglo-Saxon men wore shirt and tunic. They wore trousers like clothes called breeches. Sometimes they extended to the ankle, but sometimes they
were shorts. Men can wear woolen leggings held by leather garters. They wore cloaks held in place of brooches. Anglo-Saxon women wore long linen clothes with long tunic over her. They also wore gowns. Both men and women used ridges made of bone or horn. History of clothing Weapons in Anglo-Saxon England In battle thanes
wore chain mail. Ordinary Anglo-Saxons simply wore an iron helmet and held a round wooden shield. They fought with spears, swords and battle a xies. The usual Anglo-Saxon tactic is to form a shield wall by standing side by side, holding shields in line. The shield wall was a very effective tactic. The Anglo-Saxons lost the battle of
Hastings only because some of them broke the formation. Rich Anglo-Saxon rich houses of rich people were rough, overcrowded and uncomfortable. Even The Thane Hall was really just a large wooden hut although it usually hung with rich tapestries. Thanes would also like to show any gold they owned. Any furniture should be simple
and heavy, such as wooden chests. However, at least the rich Anglo-Saxons ate well. In the evenings they feasted and drank. During the day, the main pastime of the rich was hunting. Rich Anglo-Saxons kept falcons. In the evenings, apart from feasting, they enjoyed storytelling, riddles and games such as chess. After the feasts,
minstrels or ferrets entertained the gentleman and his people, playing the harp and sing. Cities in Anglo-Saxon England At first the Anglo-Saxons were agricultural people, and they did not need cities. Over time, however, trade grew slowly, and some cities emerged. By the middle of the 17th century, the Anglo-Saxons were minting silver
coins. In Anglo-Saxon times, the new city of London appeared outside the walls of the old Roman city. Some cities were created intentionally. King In founded Southampton in the late 7th century. Other cities grew up in Hereford, Ipswich, Norwich and Bristol. In the late 9th and early 10th century, Saxon kings established fortified
settlements called boons. It was more than just forts. They also prospered in small market towns. Examples include Winchester, the capital of England. In the cities, the masters worked with iron, leather, bones and wood. Small wooden ships sailed to and from Saxon ports. The main export from Anglo-Saxon England was wool. Slaves
were also exported. However, all these cities were very small by modern standards. In 1086 the population of London was only 16,000-18,000 and a large city like Lincoln had only 5,000 inhabitants. The average town like Colchester had about 2,500 inhabitants. Many cities were smaller. Old Roman cities fell into disrepair and Roman
roads were overgrown. The journey was slow and dangerous Anglo-Saxon times, and most people traveled only if it was If possible, people traveled by water along the coast or along rivers. History of English Cities History Anglo-Saxon England Daily Life in Roman Britain Daily Life in England in the Middle Ages Daily life in England in
16th century Daily life in England in 17th century Daily life in Britain in the 18th century Home The last revised 2020 Anglo-Saxon period lasted about six centuries, with the arrival of German invaders from the continent in the early 17th century AD 1066. At that time, there had been enormous political and social upheavals, resulting in
significant changes in almost all aspects of daily life. Early pagan settlers lived mainly off agriculture (see Block 9, Agriculture), and formed a number of separate - and belligerent - kingdoms. By about 700 AD, there seemed to be a heptarchy of the seven kingdoms (Northumbria, Mercia, East Anglia, Vesex, Essex, Sussex and Kent), while
the main four in the ninth century were Northumbria, Mercia, East Anglia and Vesex. Borders fluctuated, and later disagreements between England and other parts of mainland Britain were not yet. Thus, the Kingdom of Mercian included parts of what is now Wales, and the Northumbria Kingdom has spread to the border counties of
modern Scotland. The conversion to Christianity took place mainly in the seventh and eighth centuries, which led to the introduction of Latin literacy and the establishment of monasteries as centers of learning and culture. Since the end of the eighth century, the Anglo-Saxons have repeatedly suffered attacks by Danish invaders from the
continent, sometimes referred to as the Vikings. They began by plundering rich monasteries, which often occupied isolated and vulnerable positions, and moved on to a serious invasion plan. The only effective defense was offered by King Vesix Alfred the Great (871-899), who managed not only to establish a treaty with the Danes, but
also in the unification of the Anglo-Saxons themselves into a single nation under his rule. Mindful of the decline in literacy and learning, partly as a result of the Viking invasions, he also initiated an education reform plan that focused on the production of manuscripts written in English rather than Latin. The treaty established by Alfred
allocated the north and east of the country to the Danes - an area known as Danelow - and to the south and west to the British. Even today, the variety of English spoken in the former Danelava contains traces of Scandinavian vocabulary, and the area is demarcated by a large number of Scandinavian pop names, characteristically ending
in-by or-thorpe. During the reign of Alfred Danelov's successors, it was gradually recaptured, and the Scandinavian settlers were integrated into Anglo-Saxon society. However, Danish attacks began again at the end of the tenth century continued with growing brutality throughout the reign of King Ethelred ,978-1016, culminating in the
accession to the English throne of the Danish King Knut in 1016. 2. The right of Anglo-Saxon kings were prolific legislators, and a number of legislative codes survived from the seventh to the eleventh century. The earliest have much in common with continental German law, including a corporal injury rate or a timetable for compensation
for various types of injuries. Under seventh-century Kent law, for example, a sum of 12 shillings was paid for ear cuts, 30 shillings for disabling the shoulder and 50 shillings for having an eye out. Knocking out the front tooth was assessed at a higher rate of compensation than knocking out the back tooth, while the finger cost twice as
much as the finger. The murder required payment of virgil, literally human-price, an amount that varied according to social class (see below, section 5). The Anglo-Saxon settlers brought with them the German system of blood feuds, under which the relatives of the murder victim had to avenge him, and one of the objectives of the first laws
was to reduce the number of revenge killings by replacing the scale of financial compensation. Later laws reflect the growing influence of the church, such as the imposition of fines for crimes against church officials, as well as the preference for the death penalty to give the offender time to repent. Laws have also been issued to ensure
that religious practices, such as infant baptism, fasting and Sunday observance, are respected; and the practical benefits can be seen in giving religious holidays as holidays. However, the influence of the church was not always benevolent. Marriage laws are tightly regulated, prohibiting unions between distant relatives or those bound
through godparents; and while a woman who committed adultery in the seventh century suffered only financial penalties, Knut's law states that she had to lose her nose and ears. 3. Life expectancy in Anglo-Saxon England is more dangerous than in our time; and in addition to the dangers of war, hostility and the death penalty, AngloSaxons may be at risk of famine and epidemics, as well as from a range of endemic diseases, including degenerative arthritis, leprosy and tuberculosis. Life expectancy appears to have been from archaeological data in the thirties (although there are many cases where people live much longer), and infant mortality has been high.
However, despite serious shortcomings, children can live to adulthood. Archaeological evidence has revealed the burial of adults with birth defects such as the missing hand, and one of Alfred's laws makes the father responsible committed by his deaf and mute son. 4. Literature Substantial literature literature Anglo-Saxon England in both
Latin and old English. Some old English texts are Latin translations, such as those produced or commissioned by Alfred as part of his education reform plan (see section 1 above). An example is the old English translation of Historia ecclesiastica gentis Anglorum 'Church History of the English People', written in Latin by an English monk
and historian Bede (c.673-735), which is the source of much of our knowledge of the early Anglo-Saxon period. Another important source of information is the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, an original historical work in old English, probably also instigated by Alfred. This takes the form of an annals of events from Julius Caesar's invasion of
Britain in 55 BC (incorrectly dated 60 BC) to the end of the Anglo-Saxon period and beyond. The first version appears to have been compiled retrospectively in the early 890s, with copies then distributed to various parts of the kingdom that will continue as local records. The seven manuscripts of the Chronicle survive by presenting similar
information in early records, but significantly diverging in later sections. Other original works in old-English include sermons, the lives of saints and wills. Anglo-Saxon legal codes (see above, section 2) are unusual in that they are written in old English rather than Latin, the language used for continental German law. Other legal documents,
such as charters that record land transactions, were generally written in Latin, but often included border provisions setting boundaries for estates in old English (see Block 11 Landscape). The medical texts were written in Latin and Old English. and focus mainly on herbal remedies. About 30,000 lines of old English poetry survive,
representing a range of genres including elegies, heroic verse, love poetry, vision of dreams, narrative, religious poetry and riddles. Most of them are preserved in four manuscripts of the late tenth or early eleventh centuries. They are known as the Book of Exeter (now at Exeter Cathedral), the Book of Verselli (now in Verselli, Italy), the
Beowulf manuscript (now at the British Library, London) and the manuscript of Junius (now at the Bodleian Library, Oxford). Fewer poetry survives in other sources, including the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, where some of the entries are in verse rather than prose. 5. Social class The main division in Anglo-Saxon society was between slave
and freedom. Both groups were hierarchically structured, with several classes of freemen and many types of slaves. They varied at different times and in different areas, but the most prominent ranks in the free were the king, the nobleman or thegn, and the usual freeman or ceorl. They were differentiated primarily by the value of their
wergild or the man's price, which was not only paid as compensation for murder (see above, section 2), but is also used as a basis for other legal language, such as the cost of swearing, which they can bring to court. Slaves do not have wergild as crimes against them have been accepted as crimes against their owners, but the earliest
laws set out detailed scales of punishment depending on both the type of slave and the rank of the owner. A certain amount of social mobility is implied by rules detailing the conditions under which ceorl can become thegn. Again they would be the subject of local changes, but one text refers to the possession of five skins of land (about
600 acres), a bell and a castle-gate, a place and a special office in the King's Hall. England had trade links with the continent, and the merchant, who had traveled abroad three times at his own expense, could also be promoted to thegn. There may also be a loss of status, as was the case with criminal slavery, which could be imposed not
only on the perpetrators but also on his wife and family. Some slaves may have been members of the indigenous British population conquered by the Anglo-Saxons when they came from the continent; others may have been captured in wars between early kingdoms, or sold themselves to food during famine. However, slavery was not
always permanent, and slaves who gained their freedom became part of the lower class of freed people in the rank of Yozrl. 6. It appears that the women and children of Anglo-Saxon women enjoy considerable independence, whether as abbots of the great double monasteries of monks and nuns founded in the seventh and eighth
centuries, as the main landowners registered in the Book of Domesday (1086) or as ordinary members of society. They may act as directors in legal transactions, are entitled to the same wergild as men of the same class, and are considered sworn worthy, with the right to defend themselves under oath from false accusations or claims.
Sexual and other crimes against them are subject to significant punishment. There is evidence that even married women can own property on their own, and some surviving wills are in the joint names of husband and wife. The marriage consisted of a contract between the woman's family and the bride-to-be, who had to pay the bride-price
before the wedding and the morning gift after her conclusion. The latter became the woman's personal property, but the first may have been paid to her relatives, at least for an early period of time. Widows are in a particularly favourable position, with inheritance rights, custody of their children and power over dependents. However, a
certain degree of vulnerability may be reflected in the laws stating that they should not be forced into monasteries or second marriages against their The first-place system the firstborn male) was not introduced to England until after the Norman conquest, so the Anglo-Saxon brothers and sisters - girls as well as boys - were more equal in
status. The age of majority is usually ten or twelve years old, when a child can legally take responsibility for inherited property or be held responsible for a crime. Children are usually brought up either in other households or in monasteries, perhaps as a means of extending the range of protection beyond the sister group. The laws also
provide for the provision of orphans and toddlers. 7. Work and leisure in connection with the importance of agriculture in the Anglo-Saxon economy (see Block 9 agriculture) a significant proportion of occupations are related to agriculture and livestock. Male slaves, in particular, often worked as agricultural workers. Skilled artisans are also
needed, and the high quality of preserved metal structures, art and sculpture is indicative of the level of craftsmanship that can be achieved. Thin embroidery was made by the ladies, the most famous example is the tapestry Bayeux, depicting the events leading up to the Norman conquest of England in 1066. The eleventh-century text
related to property management discusses a number of professions, including beekeeper, barn, forester, goat, granary, shepherd, pig breeder and cheesemaker - the last one mentioned worker. Early laws concerning slaves suggest that corn grinding and drink portions were also women's occupations, while slaves were hung in wills and
mentioned in manmissions (documents given freedom), including weaver, seamstress and dairy maid. The Latin dialogue, developed by Elfrick of Einsham around 998 AD as a teaching tool for monastic disciples, discards boys in the characters of working people, and thus preserves information about a number of professions, including
the professions of baker, carpenter, shoemaker, cook, fisherman, fowler, hunter, merchant, osher, smeller, salter, salter. Information about leisure should be obtained from random references in written sources, combined with archaeology evidence and place names. High-end classes included falconry and hawking, feasting and making
music. The last two were also popular at the bottom of the social scale, as is clear from the wonder story told by Bede. He tells the story of how Cairdmon, an illiterate layman in a monastic estate, received the divine gift of poetic inspiration after leaving a drinking party early because he could not entertain his fellow workers in the usual
way, singing and accompanying himself to the harp. The music was played by both Latin and folk poetry, as well as evidence for dance, acrobatics and theatrical Competitive games included water sports, dog and horse racing, dice games and board games, with chess being introduced in Century. The children played with balls, hoops
and whipping tops, and undoubtedly participated in some of the above activities. Next Reading Bassett, Stephen. 1989.Origins of the Anglo-Saxon kingdoms. London: Leicester University Press. Blair, Peter Hunter. 1984. Anglo-Saxon Northumbria. London: Valiorum. Blair, Peter Hunter. Introduction to Anglo-Saxon England. 3rd Edn.
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